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Twenty-�rst century science is increasingly driven by interdisciplinary collabora-
tions, utilizing large-scale computation to generate big databases. �is is certainly
the case for fundamental physics. �e Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently
generating data at the rate of hundreds of petabytes per year, far surpassing the size
of so-called “Big Data” sets such as the number of tweets per year, or the number
of ATM withdrawals in the US per year. From the perspective of formal theory,
the number of mathematically consistent string vacua is likely to be at least as
large, with one estimate putting the number at∼10500. �e construction of large
classes of compacti�cation geometries has become a major focus of the community
in recent years. Moreover, the cross-fertilization between geometry and physics is
most pronounced in the rapid development of gauge theory, supersymmetry, and
string theory and particle phenomenology. In this direction, researchers have been
applying new results in algebraic geometry, computer algebra, and combinatorial
algorithms to the investigation of gauge theories. In fact, we are at a critical juncture
where new insights from �eld theory and phenomenology, combined with recent
results in geometry and topology, are ready to be harnessed to the power of
supercomputing to attack long-standing problems in particle physics and string
theory.

We invite researchers to contribute original and review articles to this special
issue in an e�ort to further stimulate current research on analyzing (including
generating) Big Data, using geometry and topological methods, to extract novel
particle and stringy physics.�e data here may be generated by the corresponding
LHC experiments, by computer simulations (including pseudodata), or existing data
(e.g.,models in string phenomenology).Here, geometry and topologicalmethods are
broadly de�ned and may include algebraic geometry, algebraic topology, and other
related methods.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Scattering amplitudes, Higgs, SUSY, non-SUSY phenomenology, and
enumerating/analyzing string vacua
Persistent homology, algebraic geometry, computational topology,
computational group theory, and so on

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/ahep/pspm/.
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